
SPACES OF JOY

Callout for:

Producers



PROGRAMME

OVERVIEW

What is it?

Spaces of Joy is a

nationwide 12-week
pilot programme

Who’s it for?

It’s for 12 producers
of contemporary

performance



What’s the aim for Producers?

To equip producers with the:

● Knowledge

● Skills

● Resources

● Networks

for working with and feeling

closer to the creative practice

of Learning Disabled and
Neurodivergent (LD/ND)
artists

DESIGNED AND LED BY:

Independent producer

Daisy Hale



SUPPORTED BY
Partner organisations: Unity Liverpool, Fuel,

Cambridge Junction, Camden Peoples’ Theatre,

London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT),

ArtsAdmin, and funded by Arts Council England.



THE

PARTICIPANTS
How many participants?

There are 10 participant

places available

Selection process

Participants will be selected

from an open call



2 organisation-based

producers will also

participate

=12 producers total

Criteria

The programme is for

independent (freelance)

producers

We are interested in

Producers from across the

UK, including those who are

local to the partner

organisations



We welcome applications

from those those who have a

broad range of lived

intersectional experiences,

from backgrounds such as:

● Global Majority

● Disabled

● Deaf

● Neurodiverse

● LGBTQIA+

● Working Class



Applicants must already

have a producing practice in

performance.

This is a broad term but is

used to establish that this

programme is not learning

‘how’ to produce, but rather

to add to your already

existing practice

THE

PROGRAMME
Schedule

x
1 x half day session once a

week for 12 weeks



Delivery

Each session will be

delivered online by an LD/ND

practitioner, artist or producer

Dates

Six of these will be between

June and July, and the

remaining six between

September and October



Remuneration

Each participant/producer

will be paid:

● £1,200 for their time

● The cost of travel to

attend live / in person

elements of the

programme

Access
Each session will be:

● Recorded in writing
(via Live Scribe drawing)

● Recorded on film
(so that it can be

accessed in alternative

formats)



Mentorship
The producers will each be

paired with one of 12 LD/ND

facilitators who will

accompany them

through the project as a

mentor

International Approaches

There will be an online panel

discussion looking at best

practice in international

approaches. This will be

facilitated by LIFT

Artist Network

Spaces of Joy is also building an artist network in the

view to have future collaborations between:



LD/ND artists who would like

to meet

Producers from the

programme

Funds will be provided for

travel to:

● Meetings

● Performances

Two 'mixer’ sessions will

be held at Cambridge

Junction towards the end of

the programme

This is for the entire cohort to

meet LD/ND artists for

potential collaboration



PAIRING WITH

PARTNERS

We aim to match producers

with the partner organisation

nearest to them either:

● Geographically

● In terms of programme

focus



Producers can nominate

themselves when applying

for pairing with one of the

current partners based on an

alignment between:

● Locality

● Programme

● Priorities the partner has

stated and their

producing practice

Please see page 23 for

partner priorities

Producers can also apply for

an ‘open place’ if they do not

see a partner that feels

aligned with them



We will pair these producers

with an organisation that is

committed to supporting the

aims of the programme

post-intake

x

Each partner has committed

to 4 meetings with their

attached producer and their

LD/ND mentor so that

relationships are formed and

partners can form new

commitments to LD/ND

Artists



KEY DATES
20th May Deadline for producer

applications

3rd June Selected participants notified

Week commencing

20th June
First 6 weekly-workshops

start

Sessions will be on Mondays

(time tbc)



August Course breaks

Week commencing

5th September
Second 6 weekly-workshops

start

(exact date tbc)



APPLICATION &

SELECTION

PROCESS

Producers will be selected

from a panel made up of the

partners and mentors.



Each selected producer will

be paired with one of the

partner organisations (or an

organisation near to them)

in order to develop their

networks.

If you are interested, please either:

Answer the questions below

in a written email to us

or

Answer the questions below

via video/audio then email



Email address:

programme@the-hale.com

QUESTIONS
Personal information:

● Name

● Phone Number

● Address (including

postcode)

A biography (max 250

words or 3 minute

voice/video recording)

covering:



● your background

● your achievements

● areas of particular

interest and focus

Why do you want to apply
for Spaces of Joy (max 450

words, or 5 min audio/video).

You might want to address:

● What interests you about

working with LD/ND

artists?

● What do you hope to

gain from the

programme?

● How do you think it will

transform your practice

in the future?



Are you applying to be

hosted by a specific

organisation, or are you

happy for us to pair you?

Please state which

organisation or open place.

A link to your website or
social medias (if applicable)

Please let us know of any

access requirements to

communicating with you



If you have any

questions please

email:

Daisy Hale: daisy@the-hale.com

PARTNER

PRIORITIES

Our current partners have

set out some priorities for

producers wishing to

nominate themselves to be

attached to them.



Unity Liverpool

Unity are looking for
Producers who are:

● Based in the North West

Who can demonstrate their

commitment to working:

● With LD/ND artists

(whether they have

previously or intend to in

future)

● On multidisciplinary or

cross-artform work



Cambridge Junction

At Cambridge Junction we're

interested in contemporary

theatre that falls more in the

category of performance art

rather than plays, as well as

contemporary dance and

circus.

We’re looking for work that
both disrupts and lingers:

● Disrupts in the sense of

presenting new ways of

thinking or experiencing

the world



● Lingers in the sense that

the ideas stay with

audiences for a long time

afterwards, and you

could find yourself

thinking about them for

days.

We’re interested in people

taking creative risks.

In an attempt to tackle

underrepresentation in the

industry, as well as

our limited presentation

opportunities, we’re

prioritising work by:



● Disabled artists

● LGBTQ+ artists

● Artists of colour

LIFT

LIFT are interested in:

● Producers that define as

BIPOC

● Class diversity

● Producers that work

internationally



● Producers that work in

projects that centre

social justice and

campaigning

Camden People’s Theatre

Founded 28 years ago,

Camden People’s Theatre is

one of Britain’s most

influential studio theatres.

Our mission is to champion

different ways of thinking

about the world by

supporting emerging artists

making adventurous theatre

– particularly about issues

that matter to people now.



Our work is rooted in the

communities of Camden and

London. Through it, we

celebrate the bold, the

spirited and the

unconventional.

We are seeking:

● Early-career producers

● Producers who work in

the field of innovative

contemporary

performance

○ (We do not

programme new

writing, classic

revivals, or 'plays' as

traditionally

understood)



● Producers interested in

exploring what live

performance can be

● Producers who are

themselves from

backgrounds

marginalised in the arts,

or are

● demonstrably committed

to making work with

artists who are

● Producers interested in

the intersections

between art, community

engagement and social

change



QUESTIONS

I’m a neurodivergent
/ learning disabled
producer, can I apply?

Absolutely! If you feel this

would be beneficial to your

producing practice, and not

repeating your lived

experience back to you, you

are more than welcome to

apply.



What if I’m a
self-producing artist?

If you feel this will benefit

your practice when working

with other artists, or when

producing your own work,

then absolutely.

We are being clear that we’re

not teaching the mechanics

of producing, which is why

we expect those on the

programme to already have

a producing Practice.



What sessions can I expect
on the programme?

Sessions are currently being
created by the facilitators of
the programme based on
their practice and their lived
experience.

However, sessions you might
expect are:

● Disability Equality
Training

● Creating Access Riders
& advocating for riders
with venues



● Access integrated
practice

● Autism Equity

● Understanding Access
To Work

● Embedded care in the
creation process

● Neurodivergent Socially
Engaged Practice



Is there access support on
the programme?

Yes we have budget to

provide further access

support beyond note-taking

formats should someone

require it – we’ll provide an

‘onboarding’ form with the

offer of a place to ensure we

have time to arrange.



Why can’t I nominate
myself to be attached to
Fuel or ArtsAdmin?

As two producer-led

organisations, Fuel and

ArtsAdmin will make up the 2

non-freelance places

on the programme alongside

10 freelancers we are

recruiting now.

Therefore their own

producers will be feeding

back to the organisation.



SPACES OF JOY

IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY:


